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Brand New. Thousands of American lives are at stake, and their survival rests on Captain John
Hayes and his special operations team.A deadly fall on a rugged stretch of California coast. A home
invasion gone wrong in Brittany. No one connects the killings because the victims are living under
cover, their true identities closely-held secrets. They are members of America s most select
kill/capture team, which combines special operations lethality with CIA tradecraft. They are the last
line of defense against foreign threats, and someone is assassinating them one by one where they
sleep, taking family and innocent bystanders to make the deaths seem like accidents.Captain John
Hayes, a special operations legend, has left the military and spent the past year at home with his
family. Once he uncovers the pattern behind the killings, he returns to the field to protect the men
and women he once worked with. One of those women, Claire Sutherland, draws suspicion for her
brilliant abilities as an assassin, and vanishes into thin air. Meanwhile, the attacks on Hayes s team
members grow bolder, the killers conspiring to draw them into Manhattan by...
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ReviewsReviews

Undoubtedly, this is actually the finest work by any author. Of course, it is perform, nonetheless an amazing and interesting literature. You will like just how
the article writer publish this book.
-- Dr . Isom  Dibber t Jr .-- Dr . Isom  Dibber t Jr .

This book is fantastic. It normally fails to price excessive. Your daily life span will likely be enhance once you total reading this publication.
-- Hea th Pr osa cco-- Hea th Pr osa cco
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